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Abstract--High-speed switches and routers internally operate
using fixed-size cells or segments; variable-size packets are segmented and later reassembled. Connectionless ATM was proposed
to quickly carry IP packets segmented into cells (AAL5) using
a number of hardware-managed ATM VCs. We show that this
is analogous to wormhole routing. We modify this architecture
to make it applicable to existing ATM equipment: we propose a
low-cost, single-input, single-output Wormhole IP Router that
functions as a VP/VC translation filter between ATM subnetworks. When compared to IP routers, the proposed architecture
features simpler hardware and lower latency. When compared
to software-based IP-over-ATM techniques, the new architecture
avoids the overheads of a large number of labels, or the delays
of establishing new flows in software after the first few packets
have suffered considerable latencies. We simulated a wormhole
IP routing filter, showing that a few tens of hardware-managed
VCs per outgoing VP usually suffice. We built and successfully
tested a prototype, operating at 2 x 155 Mb/s, using one field
programmable gate array (FPGA) and DRAM. Simple analysis
shows that operation at 10 Gb/s and beyond is feasible today.
Index Terms--Connectionless ATM, gigabit router, IP over
ATM, routing filter, wormhole IP, wormhole routing.
I. INTRODUCTION
W I T C H I N G hardware usually operates on fixed-size units,
i called cells or segments orframes, usually in the range of 50
to 128 bytes each, especially in high-speed networking equipment. Fixed size cells simplify a number of hardware issues,
including buffer memory and queue management and crossbar
switch scheduling. A small cell size allows fast pre-emption,
hence reduced latency for high-priority traffic. These observations were key in the development of the Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networking technology, more than a decade ago;
ATM carries all traffic in 53-byte cells (5-byte header, 48-byte
payload).
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When variable-size packets need to be handled, e.g., in
IP routers and Ethernet switches, the packets are usually
segmented into fixed-size units (cells) upon entry into the
switch or router, these cells are buffered and switched, and the
original packets are later reassembled, before exit from the
switch or router. Communicating entire packets, as opposed
to individual cells, over the network links may simplify the
network operation and may reduce header overhead (except for
voice traffic where packets are inherently small), on the other
hand it also represents wasted effort, especially where repeated
segmentation and reassembly (SAR) of packets occurs within
routers at geographic proximity.
There has been considerable deployment of ATM switches,
especially in the mid-nineties. W h e n Internet and IP later became very popular, ATM was considered a mismatch for I P ' s
variable-size packets and connectionless service. Several software-based methods were developed to carry IP traffic over
ATM networks, but these were rather awkward or inefficient,
and new, purely IP routers appeared at the high end of the performance spectrum, based on internal S A R of IP packets into
fixed-size cells or segments. This paper proposes a new, hardware-based method to carry IP (as well as ATM) traffic over
existing ATM hardware infrastructure, that does not have the
inefficiencies of software-based IP over ATM. In particular, the
proposed method:
• uses the existing ATM infrastructure, and only adds few,
simple, and inexpensive hardware devices to it;
• allows both IP and native ATM traffic to dynamically share
the network infrastructure;
• for IP traffic, converts the existing ATM infrastructure into
a network of low-latency IP routers--latency is minimized
owing to cut-through routing;
• uses a small and fixed number of pre-established connections (labels), independent of the size of the total network,
yet all packets are switched through pre-established conn e c t i o n s - - n o t just the packets after a flow has been recognized, as is the case with other approaches;
• allows the quality of service (QoS) of native ATM traffic to
remain unaffected by the added IP traffic, while IP traffic
can benefit from A T M ' s QoS capabilities.
Our proposed method builds on Connectionless ATM, an idea
proposed by Richard Barnett in 1997 [1]. Barnett observed that
the IP destination address is fully contained within the first cell,
when an IP packet has been segmented into ATM cells according
to AAL5. At the ingress port of a router/switch, there are a
number of methods to quickly translate, in hardware, this IP
destination address into the proper egress port number, e.g., [8],
[12]. Once this is done for the first cell o f an incoming IP packet,
the "connectionless ATM (CATM) switch" can apply this same
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routing decision to the rest of the cells of the packet. At the
egress port of the CATM switch, a simple hardware engine picks
a "free" VC label, assigns it to this packet, forward all the cells
of this packet--whenever they arrive---on that VC, and frees the
label at the end of this packet.
Although Barnett does not mention it, that proposal is essentially identical to applying wormhole routing [4]--the popular multiprocessor interconnection network architecture of the
eighties--to IP packe~:s, where ATM cells play the role of wormhole "flits." We note and explain this similarity in Section II,
and, based on it, we propose and use the name Wormhole IP
over ATM for what Barnett called Connectionless ATM.
Wormhole IP o~ er {Connectionless) ATM is a hardware-only
IP routing method, and hence differs fundamentally from the
software methods that are in use today for routing IP over
A T M - - o r for using ATM under IP [13]. Software methods
have a number of costs, overheads, and associated delays that
are not present in wormhole IP over ATM: 1) a very large
number of VP/VC labels are consumed; 2) until a flow has
been recognized, the first few packets in the flow are not
switched; and 3) new connections for new flows are established
in software, with corresponding high delays. These are further
discussed in Section lI-D.
This paper, first, modifies the Barnett proposal so as to make
it practically realizable at low cost: instead of using modified
ATM switches as in [1] ("CATM/ACS switches"), we propose
to only build simple, inexpensive, single-input, single-output
wormhole IP touters, that function as VP/VC translation filters and interoperate with existing ATM switches and networks
(Sections II and lII). Second, we simulated the operation of
the proposed routing filter, using Internet traffic traces, and we
studied its performance (packet loss probability when bufferless, else delay and buffer space) as a function of various parameters (number of '¢Cs, network load, shaping). The results
are presented in Section IV and are very optimistic: a few tens of
VC labels per outgoing VP suffice. Third, we built and successfully tested a (bidirectional) wormhole IP routing filter at 155
Mb/s, using a modest field programmable gate array (FPGA)
and two DRAM modules; Section V presents this, and analyzes
the organization of similar filters at higher speeds, showing that
operation at multigigabit-per-second rates is feasible today, at
low cost.

II. WORMHOLE I P ROUTING FILTER

This section first reviews wormhole routing, and then
presents our proposed architecture, the routing filter device,
and how to use it in existing ATM networks.
A. Virtual Channel Wormhole Routing
Wormhole Routing [4] was the most popular multiprocessor
interconnection network architecture; see [2], [7] for examples
of its use. Fig. 1 shows the basic idea of virtual-channel (multilane) wormhole routing [5]. Variable-length packets are segmented into fixed-size flits (flow units); flit sizes have usually
ranged from 4 to 16 bytes. A (modest) number of virtual channels (VC) is defined on each physical link. All flits of a given
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packet are transmitted on a single VC. Each flit has a header
identifying the VC that the flit belongs to. Additionally, each
flit identifies itself as a head, middle, or tail flit. A head flit is
the first flit of a packet, and carries the packer's destination address; a tail flit terminates its packet and frees its virtual channel.
Free virtual channels are reassigned to new packets. A wormhole router maintains a mapping table of <ingressLink, V C >
pairs onto <engressLink, V C > pairs; this table is consulted for
middle and tail flits, with tail flits deactivating their mapping
entry. Head flits consult another table--the routing table--in
order for the proper egress link to be determined; then, a free
VC is sought on this link, and a corresponding mapping entry is
established.
This architecture is directly applicable to IP over ATM. Variable size IP packets are fragmented into fixed-size ATM cells
according to AAL5. Cells are analogous to flits; they are transmitted over virtual channels, which are fixed routes over the network. All cells of a packet are assigned the same VP and VC, and
are transmitted in order. Wormhole routers, of course, also use
backpressure while ATM does not; the analogy does not need to
carry over to flow control, and we assume conventional ATM,
without backpressure, in this paper.
The key characteristic of wormhole routing which is novel
for ATM is the temporary nature of VC label assignment: the
label is assigned to one packet for the duration of that packet's
transmission over the VC, but it then becomes available for reassignment to any other, unrelated packet. Both packets travel
along the same route of this common VC, but after this common
(local) route they may diverge to any arbitrary final destination,
each. Label to packet assignments are made and torn down in
hardware, within a matter of a few nanoseconds, and the assignment is purely local, based on a hardware-managed free list.
B. Network Context
The Barnett proposal [1] called for modified ATM switches
that internally function like wormhole routers (Section II-A).
However, given the large installed basis of ATM equipment, we
modified that proposal to make the new system compatible with
the existing infrastructure. First, imagine taking the wormhole
functionality out of the switch, and placing it on the input and
output wires only. Next, we observe that an entire subnetwork of
ATM switches is like a single big ATM switch, so the wormhole
functionality only needs to be placed on the entry and exit points
of that entire ATM subnetwork.
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Fig. 2. W o r m h o l e IP router as a filter between two conventional A T M
subnetworks.

Fig. 2 illustrates the generic operating environment of the
wormhole IP over ATM router proposed and studied in this
paper. It handles a mixed traffic of native ATM connections and
IP packets in AAL5 form. It has a single incoming and a single
outgoing link, thus operating as afilter. It interoperates with existing conventional ATM equipment (no VC merge capability
needed), arranged as arbitrary ATM subnetworks. It routes IP
packets by selecting the pre-established permanent virtual path
(VP) through an ATM subnetwork that each packet is forwarded
on; these VPs can be established at boot time, using normal
ATM software, and never need to be modified as long as their
ATM subnetwork is not changed. The routing is performed separately and independently for each IP packet--no "flow recognition" is needed. The routing filter operates on the cells of the
IP packets without reassembling the packets, thus avoiding the
delay and complexity of segmentation and reassembly (SAR) at
each hop through a series of ATM subnetworks. Cells belonging
to multiple IP packets are received and forwarded interleaved in
time. Cells that belong to a same IP packet are identified by a
common VC label in a same VE A number of VC labels in each
(permanent) VP are set aside for carrying IP traffic. These VC
labels are assigned on a per-packet basis (not a per-flow basis),
in hardware, by the upstream node, without any handshake with
the downstream node. The label-to-packet binding is implicitly
torn down when an end-of-packet cell is seen, as identified by
the appropriate PTI bit in the cell header; the next cell that uses
t h e same VC label is the first cell of a new packet and initia t e s - i n hardware--a new label-to-packet binding.
The proposed device operates as a filter between two ATM
subnetworks, as shown in Fig. 2. This general formulation encompasses a number of interesting cases.

• Entry point into an ATM network. The ATM subnetwork
feeding the filter may be null; thus, the routing filter immediately follows an IP source or a device that receives
IP packets from a non-ATM network and segments them
according to AAL5.
• Exit point from an ATM network. The ATM subnetwork
following the routing filter is null. If the routing filter uses
buffer memory and is configured with a single outgoing
VP and VC, it will reassemble ATM cells into IF packets,
so that these can be handed to an IP destination or to a
non-ATM network ("VC merge").

• Single switch. An ATM subnetwork may consist of a single
ATM switch; an ATM switch with wormhole IP routing
filters attached to all its inputs is similar to a connectionless ATM (CATM) switch in the Barnett proposal [1].
• Medium-sizedATM subnetworks. We can grow the subnetworks to which the routing filter connects progressively
more and more. As we do so, the number of wormhole
IP filters in the system is reduced, while the number of
(permanent) VPs in each of these (fewer and larger) subnetworks grows. According to the tradeoff between these
two factors, the network architect can choose the position
of the routing filters.
In this paper, we assume that the two links (input, output) of a
wormhole IP routing filter are unidirectional; in this way, the
rate of processing in the filter is kept low. The links can also be
made bidirectional; operation of the filter in one direction would
then be identical to and independent of its operation in the other
direction.

C. Operation of the Routing Filter
A wormhole IP over ATM routing filter operates by looking
at each ATM cell that passes through it, as shown in Fig. 3. For
each incoming cell, we look up its virtual path (VP) and virtual
circuit (VC) identifiers in the filter' s ATM Connection Table. If
the cell belongs to a native-ATM connection, it is forwarded to
the output, possibly after undergoing VP/VC translation. Otherwise, under certain circumstances to be examined below, this
may be the first cell of an IP packet, in which case it contains
the IP destination address. That address must then be looked up
in the IP Routing Table. This routing table specifies the desired
output VP; an unused VC label in that VP is then requested from
the corresponding free list. If no such unused VC currently exists, then the cells of this packet must be buffered in expectation
of some VC getting freed, or else the packet can be dropped if
such events are believed to occur rarely; thus, a wormhole IP
routing filter may or may not contain buffer memory for cells.
The IP Routing Table will often be the most expensive
component of the filter. There have been several proposals on
ways to speed up IP routing table lookup: [3], [17], [8]; see
also [9] for more recent, related work. The methods of [3] and
[17] are rather software-oriented, while [8] is appropriate for
hardware-only implementation. In this paper we use this latter
method, whereby five 64-Mb DRAM chips suffice for these
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IP route lookups to be performed in a worst-case delay of two
D R A M accesses each.
Fig. 4 shows the ATM connection table in the routing filter
of Fig. 3. The table is indexed using the VP and VC number of
each incoming cell (fewer than the full 28 bits of these fields will
suffice). For each such incoming VP/VC label, the table lists a
type (1 bit), a current state (2 bits), and an outgoing VP/VC label
(several bits, up to 28). The type bit differentiates the connections that have been set aside for native ATM traffic (managed
by conventional ATM software only), from those that the wormhole IP mechanism "owns" and manages. The ATM network
manager considers that all IP-type VP/VC labels correspond to
legal open paths and connections that are unavailable for transporting other (native-ATM) traffic. As shown in Fig. 2, the ATM
network switches these tiP-type) VP/VC pairs based on their VP
value (VP switching) ; the same can be done for the ATM-type
pairs, but this is immaterial for the operation of the wormhole
filter.
The wormhole IP hardware differentiates IP-type connections
into active or inactive, using the state field of the connection
table. An active VP/VC label is one on which we have started
receiving the cells of an IP packet, while not all cells of that
packet have yet been received (packet 1 in Fig. 4). An inactive
label is one on which the last received IP packet has been received in full, and no new packet has arrived yet (packet 2 in
Fig. 4).
The operation of the routing filter is described by the flow diagram of Fig. 5. For each incoming cell, the filter looks up its
VP/VC number in the connection table. 2 When the incoming
cell is of type IP, the state of its VP/VC connection is examined.
If the cell arrived on art active VC, then a (temporary, wormhole)
connection has already been set up for the cells of the packet that
it belongs to. The connection table specifies the VP/VC translation that has been established for these cells. After translation,
for all but the last cell of the packet, we merely forward them to
the output. Under AAL5 segmentation, the last cell of a packet
is marked using one of the bits in the Payload Type Indicator
(PTI) field of the cell header. If this PTI field indicates that this
is the last cell of its IP packet, the temporary, wormhole connection that had been established for this packet is torn down,
Iof course, as far as the wormhole IP operation is concerned, any subfield of
the 28-bit VP/VC label can be used as what we call "VE" and any other subfield
can be used as "VC"--the choice is up to the ATM network manager.
2A simpler option--not the one shown in Figs. 4 and 5--is to distinguish
ATM-typeVP/VCs from IP-type ones based on the VP/VC field matching some
particularbit pattern(s), and to forward all cells belonging to ATM-typeVP/VCs
to the output without any pr3cessing. Figs. 4 and 5 (dashed box) show the other
option, which offers VP.°VC translation for native ATM traffic; we then have
the option of simplifying future ATM switches, by not requiring them to perform any translation, while including such translationin the wormholeIP filters,
where it will often come for only a small incremental cost.
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by marking its state as inactive in the connection table, and by
returning the VPout/VCout label to the free list.
If the incoming cell arrived on an inactive VC, then it is the
first cell of an IP packet, since the connection became inactive
either by initialization or by the tail cell of another IP packet (the
effects of cell loss in the ATM subnetworks will be examined in
Section Ill-A). The IP destination address of an IP packet, either
with or without multiprotocol encapsulation, in either IPv4 or
IPv6, is fully contained in the first ATM cell of the AAL5-segmented packet. The routing filter extracts this IP destination address from the cell that arrived on an inactive VC, and looks it up
in the IP Routing Table, as discussed earlier. The routing table
specifies the desired outgoing VP---choosing a VP corresponds
to choosing a route in the ATM subnetwork (Fig. 2).
Given the desired route (VPout), the next step is to find an unused VC label on that route, for differentiating the cells of this
packet from those belonging to other packets, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. This is done using the VC label free list (Fig. 3), which
may be a hardware-manipulated linked list or a bit mask and
a priority encoder. If a free VCout is found, this VPout/Vfout
label is written into the ATM connection table, at the entry corresponding to the VPin/VCin of the arriving cell, and the state
of that entry is marked active. In this way, the current head cell
of the IP packet effectively establishes a (temporary, wormhole)
connection that will last until the tail cell of this IP packet is received. The head cell is then forwarded to the output, after undergoing the standard processing of active IP connections.
The Time-to-Live (TTL) field of the IP header is also contained in the head cell of the packet. If so desired, the routing
filter can check and decrement this field and correspondingly
increment the IP header checksum which is in the same header
word. If such modifications to the IP header are performed, the
A A L 5 CRC, which is after the packet body, in the tail cell of the
packet, will also have to he corrected; the cost of doing this is
to accumulate per-packet cyclic redundancy check (CRC) state,
and store that in the connection table, as the cells of the packet
pass by, scattered in time and interleaved with cells of other
packets.
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If no free VCout label exists for the desired VPo,t, the packet
must be buffered until a label is freed when one of the other
active packets that have been routed to the same VPout is fully
received and forwarded. Alternatively, if such unavailability of
a free VC ID is a rare event, we may simply drop the IP packet.
The packet will also have to be dropped if the buffer is full (when
there is no free VCo~t). In these cases, the state of this incoming
connection must be marked as buffer or drop; in the case of
buffering, a pointer to the proper buffer area must be inserted
in the connection table, in lieu of VPout/VCout. The cost/performance tradeoff between buffering and dropping will be discussed in Sections IV and V.
This concludes the general presentation of the wormhole IP
over ATM architecture. Next, we compare it to the existing software-based IP over ATM systems. Section III discusses other
operation issues: the effect of cells lost (dropped) in the ATM
network, spreading of the packet' s cells in time, QoS, and multicasting; Section IV discusses performance, and Section V discusses implementation•

D. Related Work and Comparisons
A conventional IP router is a device that receives IP packets,
looks up their destination address in a routing table to choose
the proper outgoing link, and forward the packets on these
links; when output contention occurs, it temporarily buffers
packets. A combination of wormhole IP routing filter(s) with
an ATM switching network performs the same functions. IP
packets are received by the wormhole routing filters; the bits of
these packets do not arrive contiguously in time, but this is not
a fundamental difference. The filter looks up the destination
address of each packet in an IP routing table, just like a
conventional IP router; fortunately, this address is contained in
the first burst of bits (cell) that arrives at the filter. As a result of
this routing lookup, an outgoing VP is chosen, and the packet is
forwarded along this VP. This outgoing VP passes through an
ATM switching fabric, and the latter directs all traffic through
the VP to one of its output ports. The combined effect of a VP
choice in the routing filter and of the ATM switching function is
the same as in a conventional IP router: the packet is forwarded
to a proper output port; the bits of the packet are not forwarded
contiguously in time, but again this is an optimization rather
than a fundamental difference. When output contention occurs,
the ATM switches temporarily buffer the packets [or rather the
pieces of packets (cells) on which they operate].
As we see, wormhole IP routing filters with ATM switching
networks are equivalent to conventional IP routers. Furthermore, the routing function for IP packets is carried out
completely in hardware in this wormhole IP over ATM system.
Switching in the ATM fabric is performed in hardware, according to pre-established permanent VPs. The wormhole
routing filters operate in hardware; routing lookup is performed
within a couple of RAM accesses. Wormhole routing filters
have a low delay (one or a few cell times), and can operate
at multigigabit/second rates (Section V-C). It follows that the
wormhole IP over ATM architecture is an effective technique
for building multigigabit-per-second IP routers that handle
packets entirely in hardware; only setup functions are performed in software, off-line: route selection (VP setup), and
routing table setup. Additionally, the new architecture allows
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the integration of IP and native ATM traffic, with both of them
dynamically sharing the same transportation infrastructure and
capacity. QoS guarantees are provided to native ATM traffic as
usual, while IP traffic can take advantage of ATM's capabilities
for QoS guarantees (Section III-C). Another advantage of
wormhole IP is that it avoids the reassembly delay at all intermediate routing nodes (all routing filters that are between ATM
subnetworks); this delay can be long (Fig. 12), so avoiding it
is important. In essence, wormhole IP performs cut-through
routing, at the ATM cell level.
While wormhole IP is a method to make IP touters that operate entirely in hardware at high speed, many other techniques
have been proposed and used for routing IP over ATM. One
group of such techniques is LAN emulation, classical IP over
ATM, address resolution (NARP), next hop resolution (NHRP),
and multiprotocol over ATM (MPOA). These techniques generally suffer from nonscalability when shared servers have to be
used, and from connection setup delays to send IP packets, since
conventional ATM signaling is used.
Another group is IP switching [13] and its similar techniques, like aItPm [15], IP/ATM, cell switch router (CSR), and
ipsofacto. These techniques recognize flows, i.e., sequences
of packets with some common characteristics--primarily:
destined to the same host. A flow is recognized after a (small)
number of packets belonging to it have passed by. After recognition of a flow, an ATM connection is opened for that flow.
Setting up such connections is performed using protocols faster
than conventional ATM signaling, but still in software (aItPm
sets up such connections locally in a router/switch, using
upstream-allocation, without handshake with the downstream
router/switch; this can be quite fast, but still requires software
involvement and message exchange between line cards across
an ATM switch). Wormhole IP over ATM is faster than these
methods, because it switches all packets--not just packets after
their flow has been recognized--and because connections are
set up in hardware, with negligible delay. This increased speed
of wormhole IP does not require more expensive hardware.
Finally, tag switching, ARIS, and MPLS [6], when used over
ATM hardware, set up connections through the ATM (sub-) network ahead of time, and insert these into the IP routing tables,
so that when IP packets arrive they can be forwarded immediately over these pre-established connections. This is similar to
what wormhole IP does in the ATM subnetworks of Fig. 2. If
the subnetworks over which connections have been pre-established are the same in tag switching and in wormhole IP---e.g.,
subnet 1 in Fig. 6--then the two techniques become comparable. In this case, wormhole IP introduces a new method for
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packets to be routed from one subnet to the other--points A
and B in Fig. 6--in hardware, without packet reassembly and
segmentation, hence with negligible delay. On the other hand,
when MPLS tries to pre-establish connections (label bindings)
end-to-end across a large ATM network---e.g., host 1 to host
3 in Fig. 6 ~ t o o many connections (labels) are needed for full
connectivity. This results in preferentially pre-establishing some
but not all connections; then, packets traveling on nonpre-established routes will ,;uffer. Wormhole IP over ATM solves this
problem by breaking up the large ATM network into subnets,
pre-establishing full-mesh VPs on each of the latter, and quickly
and inexpensively routing packets from one to the other subnet
(points A and B in Fig. 6).
III. ISSUES IN WORMHOLE IP OVER ATM
This section addresses some issues in the performance of
wormhole IP over ATM: the effect of cells lost (dropped) in the
ATM network, spreading of the packet's cells in time, QoS, and
multicasting.
A. The Effects of Lost Cells

In Section II-C, we assumed that no cells are lost (dropped) in
the ATM subnetworks. In reality, cells do get dropped in ATM
switches; we can distinguish three cases of lost cells:
• Middle cell~, other than head or tail. Filter operation is
unaffected by their loss; the packet, with the already corrupted content, is correctly forwarded.
• Head cells. When the head cell of an IP packet has been
lost, the filter will erroneously interpret its next cell as
"head," will extract a wrong destination address from
there, and hence will misroute (the remnants of) the
packet. If LLC encapsulation is used, an optional optimization is to check if the (presumed) head cell starts with
the proper 8-byte sequence (AA.AA.03.00.00.00.08.00),
else drop the entire (corrupted) packet.
• Tail cells. If such a PTI-marked cell is lost, the filter will
interpret the eels of the next IP packet arriving over the
same VP/VC as a continuation of that previous packet,
effectively concatenating the two into a single, corrupted
packet. An optional optimization is to compute the expected position of the tail cell from the packet length specifier in the IP header; if the cell appearing at the expected
position is not PTI-marked as tail, introduce an artificial
tail cell to terminate the--anyway corrupted----cell, and interpret the incoming cell as the head of a next packet.

In conclusion, the loss of one cell results in the corruption or
loss of one IP packet--an unavoidable fact anyway--plus loss
of an additional packet when the lost cell was a tail cell. When
the cell loss probabili'Ey (CLP) in the ATM subnetwork is low
and cell losses are uncorrelated to each other, the IP packet loss
probability due to all cf the above effects is approximately (n +
1) • CLP, where n ~s the number of ATM cells in the IP packet.
Out of this probability, the n . C L P portion is due to losses of this
packet's cells, and the additional 1 • CLP portion is due to the
possible loss of the tail cell of a previous packet. Thus, with an
average packet size around six cells, tail cell losses account for
an increase of about 16% to the normal packet loss probability.
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Factors leading to cell spreading.

Tail cell losses may also introduce the need for a time-out
mechanism to avoid the following. If no next packet arrives over
the VP/VCin of a lost tail cell for a long time, the outgoing
VP/VC that was assigned to the previous packet is held in use
(blocked) for a correspondingly long time.
B. Spreading in Time of the Cells in a Packet

Do the ATM cells of each IP packet appear contiguous in time
on the links of the ATM networks and wormhole routers, or are
they spread in time as in Fig. 1? The degree of spreading, together with the sizes of the packets, affects the degree of interleaving among packets, hence the number of VC labels that are
needed. We list here the factors that affect this spreading, and
Section IV-A will come back on this issue.
At entry points (Section II-B), the cells of each packet arrive
contiguously in time, except when traffic shaping spreads them
apart to avoid injecting bursty ATM traffic. At entry points, a
single VC per VPout suffices. Cell spreading occurs naturally
in ATM switches, as a result of traffic multiplexing from several
sources, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(b), an outgoing link is
fed from multiple queues, possibly corresponding to different
priority levels or to multiple shapers. This is precisely one of
the reasons for carrying IP over ATM: the network is shared
among multiple types of traffic, and some classes of traffic (e.g.,
high-priority native-ATM) enjoy low-delay guarantees because
their cells can interrupt long packets of the other traffic type (IP).
Of course, the inverse effect is also present: cells that have been
spread apart in time can be brought back close to one another,
by demultiplexing and queueing.
C. Quality of Service and Multicasting

In a wormhole IP over ATM network, quality of service (QoS)
guarantees can be provided in a number of ways. One approach
is to use separate VPs for native ATM traffic and for IP traffic.
The former VPs can be of the CBR or VBR class, and the latter
may be ABR or UBR connections. This allows one unified network, where those who need QoS guarantees can get them by
using ATM, while IP traffic uses up the excess capacity.
Rather than providing native-ATM VPs with an absolutely
higher priority relative to IP traffic, one may opt for (weighted)
round-robin scheduling between the two, or for plain first-infirst-out (FIFO) scheduling without consideration for VP type.
In the latter case, in order to be able to offer QoS guarantees
to native-ATM connections, all traffic (including IP) must be
shaped. It is possible to perform such shaping for the IP-carrying
VPs in the wormhole routing filters; this will be discussed, along
with simulation results, in Section IV-D.
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Further on, it is possible to differentiate among the IP
packets themselves, by providing multiple IP-type VPs for
each route across an ATM subnetwork, rather than the one
VP shown in Fig. 2. Service differentiation will be based on
the VP, according to the capabilities of the ATM switches. In
such a system, the routing filter selects the outgoing VP for
an IP packet based on both the routing table outcome and the
class of service that the packet belongs to. Intermediate (non
entry point) routing filters may deduce the class of service of
each packet from the incoming VP label of the packet. Entry
point routing filters (Section II-B) will need to perform packet
classification themselves, if nobody else upstream supplies this
information to them.
Multicasting is an important service in modern networks. Efficient multicasting requires the "branching points" (switches)
in the network to have the capability to copy traffic onto multiple outgoing links--multicasting by repeatedly forwarding
multiple copies from a source through the same link is inefficient. In an environment such as the one of Fig. 2, all branching
points are in the ATM subnetworks. Thus, efficient multicasting
can be supported using the ATM switches--packet copying in
the wormhole routing filters would be inefficient. Multicasting
for IP packets can be implemented by setting up special
multicast VPs (or multicast VCs) in the ATM subnetworks, and
then inserting these into the IP routing tables of the wormhole
filters.
IV. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

How many VC labels per outgoing VP are needed for a wormhole IP over ATM routing filter to perform well? In a bufferless
filter, packets are dropped whenever free VCs are exhausted, so
we would like to have enough labels for this to be a rare event. In
a filter that can buffer cells in expectation of a label becoming
available, cells are delayed and buffer occupancy grows when
VCs are exhausted. In the extreme case of a single outgoing VC
(e.g., at an exit point--Section II-B), cells are effectively reassembled into packets, in the buffer memory, before being allowed to go out. What is the packet delay, and how much buffer
space is needed in these latter two cases?
To answer these questions, we simulated the operation of
a wormhole routing filter over a time interval of 300 000 cell
times, under a traffic load that we generated based on the real IP
traffic at the FIXWEST West Coast federal interexchange node
in January, 1997 [14] (first few seconds of the trace). We preferred FIXWEST traces because they were taken from IP backbone touters, and are thus more representative of the overall IP
traffic. The full results of our simulations appear in [10]; we
present the most important of them here.

A. Traffic Characterization and Trace Generation
The larger an IP packet is, the longer its cells will hold the
VC label assigned to them, thus making this label unavailable
for other packets. In the trace used, the average number of
cells in a segmented IP packet is 6.1, meaning that packets are
small, which is good news for wormhole IP over ATM. The
largest packet in the trace was under 100 cells, and packets
larger than 32 cells were extremely rare; packets in the range

14 to 32 cells occurred in several but not all of the 5-ms
windows examined.
The larger the number of packets transmitted in a given time
period, the more the VC labels that we are likely to need for
them. The average number of packets per unit of time, obviously, depends on the throughput of the network link considered and its average load. By looking at the number of packet
arrivals in each 5-ms window of the trace (an average of about 60
packets per window), we saw that busy periods were about three
times busier than average, and light-load periods were about
three times below average, i.e., the load fluctuated roughly in
a range of 10 : 1.
Going from the original IP trace to a realistic pattern of cell arrivals for the wormhole routing filter under consideration is not
easy. We assume that all the IP packets in the trace pass through
the routing filter. We calculated the arrival time of the head cell
of each packet from the arrival timestamp of that packet in the
trace, by performing a linear scaling of the time axis. Four different scaling factors were chosen, in such a way as to yield
average loads of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 85%, due to IP traffic,
on the incoming link, over the 300 000 cell-time duration of the
simulation input that we generated. On top of this IP load, we
add a native-ATM traffic load of 2/3 of the remaining link capacity, i.e., 50%, 33%, 17%, and 10%, respectively. Thus, the
total link load comes up to 75%, 83%, 92%, and 95%, in the
four loading scenarios that we used.
Having specified the arrival time of each head cell, as above,
we next need the times at which the other cells of the packets
arrive at the routing filter. This, obviously, depends on the
ATM subnetworks through which the IP traffic has passed,
their topology, load, and shaping and scheduling schemes. It
would be difficult to simulate such an ATM subnetwork, and
the conditions of such a simulation would be questionable
anyway. Instead, we used a parameter, which we call cell
spreading factor, and, based on this, we generated input traces,
as described in [10] in detail. For each IP packet, we picked
a random spreading value according to a Poisson distribution
with average value equal to the spreading factor. To find the
arrival times of the cells of a packet, we start by spacing
these cells in time at a distance between each other equal to
the spreading value chosen for the packet; then, we "move"
each cell, in time, by a random number uniformly distributed
between - 2 0 % and +20% of the spreading value of the
packet. The rationale is the following: different packets have
traveled through potentially different routes, so they each have
a different spreading value; all cells of one packet, though,
have traveled through a common route, in close time proximity,
hence their intercetl spreading is correlated. The final step is to
resolve collisions in time and find a specific time slot where to
place each cell.
In lightly loaded ATM networks, factors like those considered in Section III-B should give spreading values in the
range of 2 to 10 cell times. Under heavier load, or with per-VP
shaping, we expect higher spreading factors. We simulated the
wormhole routing filter with spreading factors in the range 5
to 100 cell times. Of course, for packets originating from very
slow networks, the spreading factor will be large, so this must
be taken into consideration in such environments; wormhole
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routing filters can be configured so as to reduce the spreading
factor at their output, by providing buffer space and restricting
the number of outgoing VCs per VP (Section IV-C).
The most interesting number that characterizes the resulting
input trace is the degree of interleaving: the number of active
packets at each point in time, i.e., packets for which the head cell
was already received while the tail cell has not yet arrived. This
number gives an indication on the number of labels required at
the output. In fact. if the number of labels for each outgoing VP
exceeds the maximum degree of interleaving, then all cells are
guaranteed to depart immediately. Of course, usually, quite less
labels per VP suffice, since the active packets are distributed
over multiple outgoing VPs. The average degree of interleaving
in the generated input traces was measured to be roughly equal
to 0.8 times the spre~tding factor times the IP traffic load. The
maximum value of the degree of interleaving, over the entire
300 000 cell times of the trace, was roughly twice the average,
with a tendency for a higher ratio (2.5 times the average) at small
spreading and light load.
Another issue m our simulations was the routing function
to be used (the contents of the routing table). In a real situation, this is highly dependent on the topology and location in
the Internet. We used a routing function that selects the same
route for hosts with nearby IP addresses, while the routes for
hosts with distant IP addresses are (pseudo-) uncorrelated. The
routing function used is as follows: for a configuration with n
outgoing VPs, route a packet destined to IP address d through
VP number (d div 57')rood n, where d i v is the integer quotient of the division, and m o d is the integer remainder of the
division; in other words, every 57 neighboring IP addresses are
assumed to be in the same direction. The number 57 was chosen
experimentally: it yields almost equal average load on all outgoing VPs.
The number of ou~:going VPs will in general be large, on
the order of the number of ports of an ATM subnetwork; we
want these subnetworks to be large, so that fewer routing filters are needed. We expect numbers in the range of many tens
to many hundreds of outgoing VPs. Simulating a large number
of VPs was hard, because the traffic on each of them became
so sparse that our resu.lts were questionable. We restricted ourselves to 32 or less ow:going VPs, because these are the hardest
cases fewer VC labels per VP are needed when more VPs
exist. It is easy to extrapolate from our results to larger numbers of egress VPs.
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By extrapolation, we conclude that 8 to 16 labels per VP suffice
when the number of VPs is in the hundreds; when spreading factors in excess of 100 are expected, one should consider having
16 to 32 VC labels per VP. These numbers are easily achievable
with low-cost hardware (Section V-A).
One would worry if packets dropped were preferentially long
packets; if this were true, long packets would have a hard time
passing through the filter, even after retransmission. However,
this is not true: packets are dropped when all VCs have been
exhausted by the packets ahead of themselves; thus, the decision
to drop or not to drop depends entirely on the previous packets,
and not on any property of the packet to be dropped.

B. Bufferless Rounng Filter Performance
Given ttie short average length of IP packets and the resulting
relatively tow degree of interleaving, it becomes attractive to
make bufferless worrrdaole routing filters, since that reduces the
hardware complexity and cost. How many VC labels per outgoing VP are needed fi~r such a bufferless filter to rarely have to
drop packets due to unavailability of VC identifiers? Figs. 8 and
9 plot the packet loss probability (PLP). We see that 16 labels per
outgoing VP are enough for the PLP to never exceed 0.1% for
spreading factors up to 100. For lower loads and lower spreading
factors, even less labels suffice. For more outgoing VPs, Fig. 8
indicates that fewer labels per VP are needed to achieve comparably low PLP, but the total number of labels in all VP increases.

C. Performance of Filters With Buffer
When the VC labels in the desired outgoing VP have been
exhausted, the alternative to dropping the packet is to buffer
its cells until a label becomes available. The buffer management algorithm that we studied and simulated is given in [10,
Section 3.3]; its main points are as follows. For each VPout,
a queue of buffered packets is maintained. For each buffered
packet, a queue of cells is maintained. When the head cell of
a new packet arrives, it is immediately forwarded to the output
only if a free label exists and no other packets destined to the
same VPout are currently buffered; this latter condition (not
shown in Fig. 5, for simplicity) is needed to guarantee order
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preservation and nonstarvation of buffered packets. Otherwise,
the new packet is buffered at the tail of the queue for its VPout.
When cells of buffered packets arrive, they get buffered at the
tail of the queue for their packet (the connection table points to
that queue). When a label for a certain VPout is freed, the front
packet in its queue of buffered packets is examined; if no label
has yet been assigned to that packet, then this label is given to
it, and the VP is marked as ready for transmission. The output
scheduler gives priority to incoming cells that can be immediately forwarded without buffering (this includes native-ATM
traffic); in the lack of such cells, it serves VPs with buffered
cells that are ready for transmission, in a round-robin fashion.
For a routing filter that buffers cells in the absence of outgoing VC labels, the first question concerns the amount of buffer
space needed. Fig. 10 gives the maximum buffer occupancy for
various spreading factors and number of VCs per VPout; other
related measurements appear in [10, Figs. 16 and 18]. We see
that a few tens of kilobytes of buffer space suffice even when
there are as few as four VC labels per outgoing VP.
A special case of interest is IP packet reassembly at an exit
point from the ATM network (Section II-B). The routing filter
will automatically perform packet reassembly when configured

with a single outgoing VC label. Fig. 11 plots the buffer space
needed in this case for various spreading factors and IP traffic
loads. We see that a large buffer space, in the megabyte(s) range,
is needed now.
Concerning delay, we measured the time elapsed from the
arrival of each packet' s tail cell until that same tail cell departed
from the wormhole filter. The measurements in [10, Figs. 20
and 21], for 32 VPs times four labels per VP indicate average
delays in the range of tens to few hundreds of cell times, and
worst-case delays in the range of several hundreds to thousands
of cell times: when there are insufficient VC labels, most packets
suffer very little, but some packets suffer a lot, thus making QoS
quite unpredictable.
Finally, Fig. 12 plots the delay incurred by packet reassembly, at an exit point with 1 VP and 1 VC. In the case
of reassembly both the average and the maximum delay are
large; the worst-case delay is only about twice longer than the
average. The delays encountered are in the thousands or tens
of thousands of cell times (milliseconds, for gigabit links);
only for very small spreading values do we see delays in the
0.1-0.5-ms range. It is important to realize that wormhole IP
over ATM saves us from precisely these reassembly delays at
every IP router encountered on the path of a packet!

D. Shaping per Outgoing VP
For reasons of QoS in the ATM network, one may want to
perform traffic shaping for the VPs that carry IP traffic; wormhole filters are convenient places to perform this. We simulated
a leaky bucket shaper per outgoing VP, placed right at the exit
of the basic routing filter. Every IP-type cell that is allowed to
depart from the basic filter is then subject to shaping: if it finds
no credit in the leaky bucket of its VP, it has to wait in a per-VP
queue. We simulated bucket sizes (burstiness factors) of 1 or 5.
The rate of credit generation (bucket fill rate) was set at:

Rate Lim per VP =

Average I P Traffic Load
x Rate Factor.
Number of Egress VPs

If the cells were uniformly distributed over all outgoing VPs
and over the entire simulation interval, then a Rate Factor of 1
would just suffice for the cells to get through with negligible
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delay. Of course, no such uniform distribution exists, neither in
VPs nor in time, so rate factors significantly greater than 1 are
needed in order to avoid excessive delays due to shaping.
Fig. 13 shows the average packet delay for various rate
factors and spreading values, and for no shaping (rightmost
points). A rate factor of 10 corresponds to a rate of (50%/32) x
10 ~ 16% for each (per-VP) leaky bucket. For such a shaping
rate, we see that the average packet delay does not exceed
25 cell times (40 cell times for allowed burstiness of 1). For
spreading values of z;0 or more the average packet delay is
negligible--larger spreadings roughly correspond to stricter
shaping upstream in the network. For this same rate factor of
10, the maximum packet delay seen during the simulation (not
shown here) ranged from 500 (large spreadings) to 1000 (small
spreadings). The total buffer space needed (not shown in the
figures), for the basic routing filter as well as for the shaping
queues, is less than 2(3,0 cells for a rate factor of 10, and grows
to 400 cells for a rate factor of 5, and further to 1000 cells when
the rate factor drops to 3.
V. HARDWAREIMPLEMENTATION
This section first describes our wormhole IP over ATM prototype and shows its low cost. Next, we analyze the cost and
complexity of implementing such routing filters, with or without
buffer memory, at higher speeds.

A. Hardware Prototype
We built an FPGA-based prototype of a bufferless bidirectional wormhole IP over ATM routing filter with two OC-3
ports (155 Mb/s in each direction). The prototype board is
described in detail in [11], [16]; its photograph appears in
Fig. 14, and its block diagram is given in Fig. 15. The two
32-MB DRAM modules (SIMM) plug into the sockets on the
right of the prototype board; the two optical fiber sockets and
the two SONET/UTOPIA interfaces are on the left; the parallel
port that connects to a PC running the management software is
at the top. The six-layer PCB is 7 in long by 5 in wide.
The FPGA, in the center of the board, implements all of the
wormhole IP functionality, plus interface to the management
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Fig. 15. Blockdiagram of the bufferless prototype.
software and hardware assistance for mass routing table updates. All these occupy just 2100 logic cells (roughly 10 thousand gates), 1100 flip-flops, and 10 kb of on-chip SRAM (8 kb
for the free list and 1.6 kb for the cell buffer), for both directions
of the filter. This demonstrates the basic thesis of the paper, that
the wormhole IP routing filter is a low-cost hardware device. In
terms of design complexity, the FPGA was described in about
2200 lines of synthesizable Verilog code.
We briefly describe the data structures maintained by the filter
and their allocation to physical memories; for more details see
[11], [16]. The Routing Table (RT) is organized as in [8], in two
levels. Each entry is 16 bits long, in both levels: one validity bit
and 12 bits of index to the second level; or one validity bit, five
bits for prefix length (for RT updates only), and seven bits for
VPout. The first level contains 224 entries (32 MB), and is held
in one DRAM SIMM; the second level contains 212 blocks of
2 s entries each (2 MB), and occupies the first half of the other
SIMM. The free list of the second level is kept within the free
blocks themselves.
The two Connection Tables (CT), one per direction, reside
in the other half of the latter SIMM, and contain one entry for
each VP/VC that can be used by the filter. Each CT entry (32
bits) contains: an 11-bit tag to match the most significant bits
(MSBs) of VCin ; a 5-bit translation for the least significant bits
(LSBs) of VCin; a 7-bit VP translation; and two bits for the state
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of the connection. In our prototype implementation, each CT
contains 217 = 128K entries of 32 bits each (0.5 MB), and is
configured as 4K VPs x 32 VCs per VP. The CT is indexed
using the full VP (12 bits) and the five LSBs of VCin. The 11
MSBs of the VC of the incoming cell are then compared against
the corresponding tag in the CT entry; if the two fields match,
the entry is valid, otherwise the cell is of native-ATM type. In
this way, we can effectively choose, for each VP, the set of the
32 consecutive VCs that are dedicated to IP-type traffic.
The Free List of available VC labels per VP was implemented
as a bit-map, kept in internal SRAM of the FPGA. The size
of such on-chip SRAM limited the number of IP-type egress
VPs to 128, with 32 VC labels in each. Off-chip DRAM is our
most heavily used resource; it is shared according to a static
time schedule, [11, Fig. 5]. The two RT lookup reads and the
one CT read-modify-write, per direction, occupy 70% of the
DRAM throughput, leaving the rest for refreshes and RT updates. The routing delay is fixed, equal to about 2.3 /~s plus
SONET/UTOPIA conversion time, for all IP packets.
We tested the hardware of our prototype extensively, and verified its correct operation. The test environment consisted of
two personal computers with Nicstar ATM network interface
cards and two ATM switches. The source PC was transmitting
data--native ATM and AAL5 packets--as fast as possible. 3 The
destination PC was reading the data and verifying their correct arrival. We run our experiments for several hours and various AAL5 buffer sizes, transmitting several million buffers and
making tens of millions of accesses to the board's structures. Although the ATM interface on the receiving PC included packet
reassembly capability in its hardware and could thus receive
multiple packets on multiple VCs with their cells interleaved
in time, the protocol stack software refused to receive packets
of a given IP flow from multiple VCs. In the lack of modified
protocol software or a filter with buffer able to perform packet
reassembly, out tests went up to four flows on four different
VP/VCs. All our tests indicated that the prototype hardware operated correctly.

B. Other Configurations
Low-cost FPGA-based implementations are also possible
at OC-12 (622 Mb/s), and perhaps at OC-48 (2.5 Gb/s). An
example of a possible OC-12 FPGA-based implementation
is given in [10, Sect. 4.1 and 4.2]; a memory access timing
analysis in included. Section V-C addresses higher speeds.
Another issue is the implementation of routing filters with
buffer. The additional data structures needed are the packet
queues (one per egress VP), the cell queues (one per buffered
packet), the cell buffer memory, and the list of ready VPs (for
output scheduling). During a cell time, we may need to transfer
up to two cells between the FPGA and the cell buffer, and
perform an operation on two packet queues and two cell queues,
when the incoming cell is the first of a packet to an outgoing
VP with no free VCs, and, in parallel, we are transmitting the
tail cell of another packet from the buffer. Overall, a routing
filter with buffer is appreciably more complex than a bufferless
3To overcome software limitations, we initiated all data transfers using raw
ATM sockets, but we set the filter to expect IP traffic when so desired. The PCs
were running the Linux 2 . 2 . 3 0 S with atm-on-linux patch 0.61.
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one, especially in terms of design complexity. Hence, we see
no serious reason for going to a filter with buffer, unless one
wants to support packet reassembly at ATM "exit points."

C. Pipelined Operation at 10 Gb/s and Beyond
The wormhole routing filter operation is simple enough to
be implementable at much higher speeds, using more parallelism. Given the relatively small sizes of the connection table
and VC free list, according to the numbers seen in Section IV,
these memories can be implemented on-chip, at high speed,
and pose no serious problem. The IP Routing Table (RT) is
large, and probably needs off-chip DRAM. For 10 Gb/s = 24
Mcell/s operation, with two DRAM accesses per cell needed
for RT lookup, a DRAM throughput of 48 Maccesses/s is
required. Modem synchronous DRAMs (SDRAM) offer rates
up to one access every two clock cycles at 133 or more MHz,
i.e., 67 or more Maccesses/s--hence sufficient for our purp o s e s - p r o v i d e d memory interleaving is used and accesses
are distributed to four or more (on-chip) banks. This latter
requirement can be satisfied as follows: place the first and
second levels of the RT in separate banks, make two copies
of each level and place these in separate banks, and alternate
accesses to the four resulting banks. The operation of the
routing filter needs to be pipelined, but this can be done in a
straightforward way, e.g., as shown in [10, Fig. 30]. As with
most pipelines, there are dependencies among the pipe stages,
but these can be resolved using bypassing--a technique commonly used in all processor designs.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Wormhole IP over ATM applies techniques from multiprocessor interconnection networks to routing IP packets at high
speed and low cost over existing and future ATM switching
infrastructure. High-speed switching hardware works with
fixed-size cells. To be switched at high speed, variable-size
IP packets are segmented into cells. Once such a segmented
packet enters an ATM network, it can be routed, according to its
IP destination address, from subnetwork to subnetwork, fully
in hardware, without intermediate reassembly, with negligible
delays, at low cost. Key observations are that: 1) IP routing
table lookups can be performed in hardware, within a few clock
cycles; 2) the IP destination address is contained in the first cell
after segmentation, hence we can cut-through at the cell level;
3) VC label to packet binding can be performed upstream,
locally, in hardware, within a couple of clock cycles, and, thus,
4) this binding may just refer to individual packets, without
need for flow recognition. ATM switches are fully adequate
to provide high-speed switching, dynamically shared among
IP and native ATM traffic--we only need to add wormhole IP
routing filters; these filters are low cost devices and only need
to be placed sparsely, in between existing ATM subnetworks.
The bufferless organization is simpler, and our simulations
indicate that it performs very well with just a few tens of labels
per egress next-hop path; thus, a data buffer is basically only
needed for packet reassembly. We built and successfully tested
a buffefless routing filter at 2 × 155 Mb/s, using a few thousand
gates and a few kilobits in an FPGA, and a modest amount of
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o f f - c h i p D R A M ; the h a r d w a r e for o p e r a t i o n at 10 G b / s a n d
b e y o n d is f e a s i b l e today.
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